The chapters draw on aspects of previously published work, edited and updated to provide a narrative as *City Regions and Devolution in the UK: The Politics of Representation*. The authored and co-authored sources are listed below and we are extremely grateful to David Etherington, Warren Escadale, Alex Plows, the editors and reviewers of those journals and book chapters for helping us develop this work. We would like to thank Sam Jones (Wales Institute of Social and Economic Research and Data (WISERD), Cardiff University) for assisting with the production of figures. Laura Vickers-Rendall and Amelia Watts-Jones at Policy Press were helpful in bringing the book to completion and Abi Saffrey was a superlative copy editor. Thanks also go to Nicki Jones and Victoria Macfarlane for proof-checking assistance. Influence runs deep with the friendship and work of Bob Jessop. The responsibility for the text and all its faults is fully ours.


austerity in city region: devolution and Greater Manchester’s precarious economy’, mimeograph, Staffordshire Business School, Staffordshire University, Stoke-on-Trent.


*City Regions and Devolution in the UK* is dedicated to Martin Jones’ father, Graham Jones (5 April 1937–2 March 2020), who died during the final stages of writing. Graham contributed much to civil society and economic life. He moved from (devolved) Wales to the Northern Powerhouse, then to the South East of England, to see what the new municipal agglomeration fuss was all about. Commenting on city-region devo-narratives, he once said, ‘I had one of those, but the wheels fell off’.